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Some think it began with a bullet, shot by a Black Hand. 
Others believe it was quarrels, fought over foreign land. 
Still more believe that marching men with their strict plans were to blame, 
But there were also the feelings of pride and thoughts that war was a game. 
The powers believe that the strongest nation of all would rise to the top 
And by Christmastime the men would come home and all the fighting would stop. 
 
But the roots of the war go back many years, to the halls of palaces royal 
Where premiers and chancellors worried much about which of their friends were loyal. 
The great leaders thought back to the days when Europe was ruled by Napoleon’s France, 
If secret alliances had been made at the time, would the Emperor have had his tragic dance? 
So Germany looked to its eastern friend Russia and made a security pact, 
But within a few years that alliance had crumbled, ’twas memory and no longer fact. 
But Germany still had Austria-Hungary, with its troublesome Balkan region 
The numbers of problems in that divided land could certainly be called legion. 
Germany allied with Italy, too, to make sure they was safe from the French, 
But Italy was secretly allied with France, which would throw in quite a wrench. 
And then there were the British, living alone in “Splendid Isolation”, 
But they did have a vow, made years before, to help the small Belgian nation. 
 
And so with the death of a romantic heir, killed side by side with his wife, 
All of Europe would erupt into terrible war, none would be safe from the strife. 
The boys would not be home by Christmas, for some the return was never to be, 
And the haunting memory of the War to End War would shape the 20th century. 


